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0.- INTRODUCTORY NOTES 

Salt water intrusion into aquifers and groundwater quality degradation by salinization are 
one of the most serious threads to fresh groundwater resources, which constitute an essential 
supply for human needs. This is especially true in coastal areas and in dry climates. Sea 
water, both modern and remnants in the ground from past events, is the main source of 
salinity, but not the only one to be considered and capable of arising serious concerns in 
many areas. Such are other saline groundwaters and brines, the solution of evaporite salts 
and the concentration by evaporation of surface and soil water. They are natural or quasi 
natural sources. Human pollution with salts, although produces similar results, is a different 
subject, not dealt with here. 

All problems mentioned above are directly related to water quality. They involve research, 
study, simulation and management of aquifer systems under special conditions, mainly related 
to variable density fluid and transport of salts in natural - and therefore - heterogeneous 
formations. But other aspects not directly related to water resources quality are also included, 
such as the dissolution of salt domes by groundwater, which are of interest for the study, design 
and operation of salt mines and possible toxic waste (mainly radioactive) deep repositories. 

In coastal aquifers seawater head potential is linked to sea level. Then, the possible sealevel 
rise forecast by many researchers for the next century will affect fresh groundwater resources, 
sometimes seriously, sometimes secondarily. The study of what happened in the past, mainly 
from the end of the Pleistocene until now, offer important clues about the influence of these 
much larger sealevel changes and help in understanding the future. 

Saline water intrusion problems have been well known around the North Sea countries, where 
the basic Badon Ghijben-Herzberg principle was established about one century ago (1889 
and 1901, respectively), and constitutes t.he first useful quantitative approach to seawater 
intrusion into coastal aquifers. In order to share knowledge and experience, the informal Salt 
Water Intrusion Meetings (SWIM) started in 1968 and have been held biannually- with only 
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a few exceptions - enlarging the interest to other european areas of the Baltic, Atlantic and 
Mediterranean Seas, with some welcome inputs from other regions outside these areas. 

The 12th SWIM meeting, held in Barcelona during the first week of November 1992, has 
produced a series of interesting papers that are included in this book. The emphasis in 
quantitative approaches is quite clear. This is the result of the trend started in previous 
SWIM meetings and coincides with the general trend of groundwater studies. This is nice 
way to commemorate the centenary of the quantitative Badon Ghijben-Herzberg principle. 

The different papers, 46 in total, have been grouped into sections, taking into account the 
paper's main orientation and the dominant subject. The following sections constitute the 
frame of the book: 

Section 1.- General aspects of salt water intrusion. 
Section 2.- Chemical aspects of salt water intrusion. 
Section 3.- Numerical modelling of salt water intrusion. 
Section 4.- Numerical modelling applied to management of salt water intrusion. 
Section 5.- Survey and monitoring of salt water intrusion. 

The papers show the main trends in saline water intrusion studies in aquifers, mainly in the 
industrialized countries of Europe, although they do not coincide necessarily with the main 
concerns and activities of developing countries and of the numerous and densely inhabited 
small islands. Some of these aspects, jointly with the basic principles, can be found in 
two recent publications of UNESCO'S International Hydrological Programme (Studies and 
Reports in Hydrology, Paris: n° 45, Groundwater problems in coastal areas, 596 pp, and n° 
49, Hydrology and water resdurces of small islands: a practical guide, 435 pp ). 

All the former proceedings of the SWIM meetings contain very valuable material to 
understand coastal aquifer behaviour and the existence, behaviour and movement of other 
saline waters in aquifer systems. A selection of papers from the 10 first meetings was prepared 
and published by the International Association of Hydrogeologists (Hydrogeology of salt water 
intrusion: a selection of SWIM papers, ed. W. de Breuck, International Contributions to 
Hydrogeology. Vol 11, Heise 1991: 422 pp ). A comparison of the contents of these ten first 
meetings with the former Gdansk meeting (1990) and 'Vith the present Barcelona meeting 
shows some evolution trends and a shift toward research and applied activities. It is noticeable 
the great development of numerical treatments and of chemical aspects of variable salinity 
water flow, and the decreasing effort in indirect survey methods, mainly geophysical methods. 
Research and detailed studies, in a large proportion produced by University Departments 
and Scientific Institutes, are now more frequent. In the past, descriptive and general papers 
had a greater representation, but although its proportion is currently reduced, they are 
still important to know the conceptual models used in the more detailed studies and the 
characteristics of real situations. 

1.- GENERAL ASPECTS OF SALT WATER INTRUSION 

Basic principles and equations, and simplified treatments and analytical formulations are 
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not a favoured current research goal. Present knowledge seems enough to cope with both 
theoretical and practical subjects, especially for coastal aquifers. However, the application of 
basic principles and simple solutions to actual situations is still an open field for research. 

New aspects appear. Such are the flow of brines along geological times or induced by man's 
created aquifer perturbations. The generation and movement of brines associated to salt 
domes and their rate of dissolution is an aspect of special interest for the study of nuclear 
waste repositories in salt domes and even for the secure exploitation of evaporite salt mines. 

But more classic aspects still need attention, such as the movement of saline water bodies in 
heterogeneous formations under the effect of intensive freshwater abstraction or as a result 
of major sea level changes. 

Groundwater exploiters and users want freshwater, especially in the densely populated coastal 
areas of the semiarid belt, in which irrigated agriculture and tourism create concentrated 
time and spatial addicional water demands. It is not rare that groundwater managers get the 
feeling they have secure supply systems if after some years of exploitation salinity increase 
is small. Unexpected fast salinization of wells after a long period of yielding fresh water is a 
common complaint, a serious loss of investment and a dramatic problem for local inhabitants. 
This produces serious troubles, due to the poor quality of water, the loss of agricultural and 
industrial production, the decrease in tourism and the increase in corrosion. The development 
of other freshwater sources need time for construction and especially to solve administrative, 
social and political problems. Furthermore, this development drains economic resources 
needed for other purposes and projects. Early warning methods, correct management of 
the aquifer system and corrective measures cannot be adequately established if the detailed 
mechanisms of saline water movement are not correctly known. Detailed studies or real cases 
are important in this respect. 

Another topic of interest is the possible rise of mean sea level during the next century. Since 
salt water head potential in coastal aquifers and the coast line will be modified, some impact 
is expected on groundwater resources in coastal areas. This impact can be negligible or large, 
depending on local circumstances, the degree of present aquifer exploitation and the control 
measures to be adopted. Numerical modelling is a powerful tool to analyse real aquifer 
systems under different exploitation, management and recharge scenarios. 

A different topic is the recharge of climatically generated saline water as the result of 
evaporative concentration of airborne salts in a~;id and semi-arid areas. A well known example 
is the Murray basin, in Western Australia, in which there is very effective use of rainfall water 
by the native forest vegetation of eucalyptus. As a consequence there is a very small aquifer 
recharge of highly saline water. Then vadose water held in the thick unsaturated zone is also 
saline. Deforestation has increased recharge and the saline water in the unsaturated zone is 
being displaced faster than it was in the past, thus polluting the dominantly allochtonous 
water in the aquifer and, as a consequence, the river into which groundwater outflows. This 
is a special kind of saline intrusion that also happens in other areas. This may be the cause 
of unexplained current groundwater salinities after the last centuries large deforestations in 
the dry areas of Europe, as in the central Ebro Basin (Aragon and Navarra, Spain). 
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In high small islands in the dry belt, in which important groundwater recharge is produced in 
the highlands due to the orographic effect, aquifer salinity may deteriorate towards the coast 
due to the more dryer weather conditions. The greatly reduced recharge is compensated by 
the expanding surface area. 

Also in semi-arid lands evaporite salts may contribute significantly to groundwater salinity. 
Dissolution of gypsum and carbonates create conditions for collapse playa lakes to form, in 
which evaporation produces saline water and even brines and salt deposits. From these lakes 
saline water wedges may form, extending far into the surrounding aquifer. 

Seven papers are included in this section, two dealing with brines associated to salt domes (van 
Duijn et al.; Ochmann and Fielitz), one dealing with the irregular penetration of saltwater into 
intensively exploited aquifers (Iribar and Custodio, also related with the chemical aspects of 
Section 2), two dealing with sea level changes (Petit-Maire and Marchand; Oude Essink et al., 
the last one based on numerical model results) and two related to salinity intrusion problems 
in dry areas: one refering to air bone salinity in volcanic islands (Custodio) and another to 
evaporite salt dissolution and playa lake brine encroachment (Samper and Garcia-Vera). 

2.- CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF SALT WATER INTRUSION 

The most important effect of salt water intrusion is groundwater quality degradation through 
the increase of dissolved salts. There are several possible sources of salinity: present sea water, 
old trapped sea water, historical or protohistorical sea trangressions, deep fluids, evaporite 
salts, climatic aridity and human pollution, such as return irrigation flows. It is important 
to identify the correct source and the right mechanism of salinity change. The study of 
groundwater chemistry, including environmental isotopes, is essential for these purposes. 

Furthermore, the change of groundwater salinity in natural formations involve ion - mainly 
cation - exchange between the water and the mineral surfaces, which produce characteristic 
groundwater chemical composition changes. The observation and identification of such 
changes help a lot to understand groundwater flow in the aquifer. This is something well 
known, but often it is dealt with descriptively; quantitative studies are less frequent. However, 
these quantitative treatments are starting to be applied and the results are not only interesting 
to identify groundwater flow and aquifer behaviour, but to improve numerical flow models. 

The effect of salinity changes on carbonate rock dissolution or precipitation is known after 
the classical studies of the U.S. Geological Survey, mainly in Florida and Yucatan. However, 
circumstances other than a simple mixing of fresh and marine water may occur. Two common 
modifying phenomena are ion exchange with the rock, and redox reactions such as sulphate 
reduction by organic matter. These processes may dominate the carbonate rock dissolution 
or precipitation in some environments. 

Eleven papers are included in this section. Four of them deal with the description df the 
different chemical facies and chemical changes of groundwater due to saline water replacing 
freshwater and conversely (Walraevens et al.; Stuyfzand; Bencini and Pranzini; Bocanegra 
et al.). Two papers deal with the detailed consideration of fluid displacement subjected to 
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cation exchange with the help of modelling (Appello; Manzano et al.). Other two deal with 
carbonate rock dissolution and precipitation affected by ion exchange and redox reactions 
(Bosch and Custodio; Pascual et al.). The other three papers deal with the description of 
coastal aquifer water chemistry when other sources of salinity are present, in addition to sea 
water (Fidelibus et al.; Barbini et al.) and when there is trapped seawater in sediments and 
very saline water is formed in evaporating lagoons (Custodio). 

Another paper in section 1 also deal with chemical changes during the replacement of 
freshwater by seawater (Iribar and Custodio) and three of the same section consider the 
use of environmental isotopes (Iribar and Custodio; Custodio; Sam per and Garda-Vera). 

3.- NUMERICAL MODELLING OF SALT WATER INTRUSION 

The study and interpretation of variable density groundwater flow has attracted the attention 
of many researchers and engineers since long time ago. The main subject is coastal aquifers, 
but other situations have been considered as well. The two classical approaches continue 
to be used widely: a) the sharp interface situation, with two different fluids considered as 
immiscible, and b) the continuous variation of density. Both produce good results if applied to 
the right circumstance. The sharp interface option can be applied to a mixing zone situation 
by introducing vortices to simulate density changes. 

The improvement of numerical methods to solve_ the transport equation and the use of 
more powerful and fast computers make the variable density approach attractive, but for 
narrow transition zones. Vertical discretization of water pressure and water density have to 
be consistent in order to avoid numerically created vertical flows, which lead to artificially 
enlarged dispersion. 

Many researchers and professionals use the finite element code SUTRA for 2-D vertical 
sections while others prefer the finite difference 2-D MOC code adapted to variable density 
fluid, both of the U.S. Geological Survey. There is a 2-D MOC code developed by the 
University of Ghent, as well. 

When there is unidirectional movement of fresh and salt water due to intensive groundwater 
abstraction in the inland part of the aquifer system, a very wide mixing zone develops. In 
this case, when head gradients are large, homogeneous fluid numerical models may produce 
acceptable results if head differences due to density changes are taken into account in the 
saltwater boundary condition. More classical numerical models of flow and mass transport 
can be used, and they may include ion exchange and chemical reactions. Currently there 
is the possibility of automatic calibration (inverse problem), as implemented in the models 
developed by the Department of Ground Engineering of the UPC for homogeneous fluid. 
The introduction of variable density fluid will need excessive computing time in common 
computers. Further research is needed to improve the algorithms and solution methods. 

True 3-D models to deal with variable density fluid are still to be developed as tools for rutine 
use. These models are needed to deal with problems of complex aquifer systems or to include 
the effect of wells and drains in aquifers with a significant freshwater flow. The problem can 
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be avoided to some extent by separating the numerical simulation of the well or drain local 
effect from the general flow and mass transport in the aquifer system. However this is not an 
easy task, and further research and development is needed. 

Chemical interaction between groundwater and aquifer material can be introduced into the 
mass transport equation and numerical model if there are a few constituents and well known 
chemical reactions are selected. Otherwise the model may become too complicated when 
variable density is added. The resulting codes are too complex and difficult to run in currently 
available computers, although circumstances will probably improve in the future. To deal 
with situations involving several ions and chemical equilibrium reactions, the coupling with 
a chemical model such as PHREEQE is a solution, but the approach of iteratively moving 
from the mass-transport to the chemical code may be too time consuming. 

Nine papers are included in this section, which is closely related to section 4. Three papers 
deal with the sharp interface situation, solved by numerical methods; the first two (Sugio 
and Rahini; Mahasha and Nagaraja) compare the results with analogical model runs (a sand 
box model and a Hele-Shaw model) and the last one (Olsthoorn) explain the use of electronic 
spread-sheets to make the computation in relatively simple situations. One paper (Vogel et 
al.) show the application of the SUTRA model to an aquifer in which there is brine; this paper 
deals with a similar topic as that of van Dujn et al., and Ochman and Fielitz, as well as that of 
Sam per and Garda-Vera, all of them in Section 1. Two papers use the MOO code, modified 
to deal with variable density (MOCDENSE), to study vertical profiles; one of them compares 
the effect of sealevel rise with polder reclamation (Oude Essink) and the other studies the 
density-controlled vertical movement in aquitards with unflushed remnants of marine water 
and evaporative brine generation in the top (Rodriguez et al.). Two other papers deal with 
other modification of the same MOO code to study polder salinity and evolution (Walraevens 
et al.) and how to use a quasi 3-D version to sensitivity studies (Tahouni and Lebbe). One 
last paper deal with aquifer numerical simulation and the effect of wells (van der Eem). 

In section 2, two papers dealing with the interactive transport of chemical constituents are 
included (Appello; Manzano et al.). Other papers related with this section are included in 
section 4. 

4.- NUMERICAL MODELLING APPLIED TO MANAGEMENT OF SALT 
WATER INTRUSION 

Management of coastal aquifers and of aquifers with a salinity source is a difficult task. Not 
only technical aspects are to be considered, but also economic, legal, social and political ones. 
Most ot these topics are not dealt with in the SWIM meetings since the goals are preferently 
of scientific and technical nature; hydraulics is the focal point. But solutions, guidelines, 
regulations and planning cannot be isolated from the other aspects. Actual situations are 
not as simple as homogeneous or well-layered aquifers, as above commented. Then surprising 
deviations from simplified computations or numerical predictions appear or will appear in the 
future. This is not the fault of science or technical knowledge, but generally reflect the poor 
information on actual characteristics of the natural system, and the excessive simplifications 
or inaccurate - and even erroneus - assumptions introduced. In cases where there is a 
continuous water displacement, heterogeneities play a dominant role. They have to be known 
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at a similar level of detail as the phenomenon to be dealt with. Often it is the behaviour of 
a well or drain what is at the stack, something very small compared to the aquifer. It is not 
surprising to have large deviations if the arrival of small quanties of saline water to a well in 
a heterogeneous natural aquifer system- penetrating diverse formations and/or fissures- is 
computed or forecast by using lumped or large scale parameters. 

Notwithstanding, numerical methods are powerfull tools for management since they are able 
to test alternatives and to evaluate exploitation scenarios. These aspects have not been dealt 
with in depth in the SWIM meetings, but probably will attract more attention in the near 
future. 

Eleven papers have been included in this section, although some fit equally well in section 
5, and some placed in section 4 could also be included here. The simulation of a continuous 
seawater encroachment in an intensively exploited aquifer, in which salinity moves through 
preferential areas, is the subject of two papers (Iribar et al.; Calvache and Pulido). The first 
one uses a homogeneous density fluid model with density corrections at the sea boundary and 
automatic calibration. Two papers deal with freshwater lens conditions in islands (Lloyd et 
al.; Stark et al.) and how to get freshwater with shallow abstraction works. Another paper 
consider saline pollution of wells by young and old trapped saline water in chalk (Farahmand
Razavi·and Sprink). The problem of upconing below wells is also dealt with by another paper 
(Stakelbeek), in which the use of a coastal aquifer as a regulation and emergency reservoir 
is considered. Finally, there is a series of five papers dealing with scavenger wells (with a 
pump to abstract freshwater and another to abstract saline water) as a means to exploit thin 
freshwater lenses floating on saline water (Stoner and Bakiewicz; Beeson et al.; Williams and 
Price; Shearer and Wonderen; Wonderen and Jones). The papers deal respectively with the 
historical development, field surveys, salinity stratification, modelling, and well design and 
implementation. 

5.- SURVEY AND MONITORING OF SALT WATER INTRUSION 

The survey and monitoring of aquifers and the salinity of groundwater play a key role in 
aquifer management. They are the source of information on actual circumstances. In some 
aspects it is still a poorly developed area. ·Good data is often the weekest point of many 
actual studies. Surveys, and especially monitoring, are expensive, little rewarded, sometimes 
boring, and requires a sustained effort. Unfortunately, many teams and organizations pass 
these tasks to poorly qualified or unexperienced personnel, thus seriously geopardizing the 
quality of work to be done. Getting good data is the most important step in obtainng good 
results. This is especially true in costal aquifers and variable density fluids, due to the more 
detailed, less conventional and more expensive observations to be carried out. 

It is not rare - sometimes it is frequent - that long-time maintained monitoring networks, 
at a high cost and notable personal effort, yield meaningless or difficult-to-interpret values 
of some magnitudes, while others more important and essential are not recorded or at most 
measured too sparsely, and even others are measured with a high frequency that adds no 
useful information. When dealing with salt water intrusion this may be still worse. Long
screned wells mix waters of different salinity or produce vertical flows along the bore that 
distort true salinity stratification in the aquifer. The salinity of water samples from wells 
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depend on well discharge, time of operation and penetration of the well, and small breaks 
in the tubing may produce wrong signals. To know salinity stratification, aquifer sublayers 
must be separated. Samples for undiscriminated wells may produce a chaotic picture if data 
is not duly treated and classified prior to draw conclusions.· 

Geophysical prospecting of saline aquifers with electric methods, both electrical and 
electromagnetic sounding, using conventional or more sophisticated systems ( eg. the unsteady 
response) are useful tools, since they try to measure groundwater salinity directly. But there 
are a series of inconvenients since the interpretation is not unique. Calibration against well 
know situations is a necessary step. Although all this is well known since long time ago, 
the different techniques need further research to get reliable methods which are adapted to 
the different survey circumstances and especially for monitoring. Unfortunately failures are 
frequent. A failure is not only a wrong answer but also an inaccurate one. Accurate depth 
to the water table and interfaces (or mixing zone layers) values are needed since they have 
to be transformed into elevations relative to mean sea level. In many cases this requirement 
cannot be met, especially for thick unsaturated zones. Further tests are needed to know 
if new portable radar methods are able to supply reliable information, at least for shallow 
coastal aquifers. 

Survey and monitoring methods constituted an important part of the SWIM papers in the 
past. However their number have recently decreased a lot, and its place is taken by numerical 
methods. If this means more indoor data manipulation and less outdoor work, the technical 
and scientific development of saline water aquifers may be seriously geopardized. 

Eight papers have been included in this section, although only one deals entirely with survey 
methods and none is devouted especifically to monitoring. One paper deals with vertical 
electrical soundings (Gabbani and Gargini); the topic of electrical geophysical surveys is 
also considered in the paper of Beeson et al., in Section 4. Two other papers deal with 
regional studies (Dominguez and Custodio; Custodio et al.) in which salinity and temperature 
observations along boreholes help to undestand aquifer behaviour; they consider two different 
distributions inside the aquifer. Something similar is shown in the paper of Pascual et al., in 
Section 2. Another paper (Marques da Silva et al.) considers salinity problems in wells due to 
construction problems, different from true sea water intrusion into the aquifer. The evolution 
of salinity in the aquifer, as deduced from well water measurements, show the process of saline 
water intrusion, as is dealt with in another paper (Rogge and Josopait), as well as in those of 
Iribar and Custodio in Section 2 and the two first ones of this section. Other papers in Section 
4 (Stark et al.; Stakelbeek) comment on the use of fixed electrodes in the ground to know 
groundwater salinity. The paper of Williams and Price, also in Section 5, show a packer 
method to study salinity stratification in an aquifer by taking advantage of long-screened 
wells, provided that reasonable isolations can be achieved. The three remaining papers are of 
a dominantly descriptive content. That of Livingston show a project to catch water from a 
freshwater lens aquifer in a small atoll island. The paper of Wang Jiangong et al. deals with 
seawater related problems in water supply, agriculture and ecology in a coastal area of China. 
Finally the paper of Bay6 et al. present considerations on seawater intrusion problems and 
coastal aquifer conditions in some of the dominantly carbonate aquifers of Tarragona and 
Castello provinces, in NE Spain. 


